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In an effort to reduce aircraft accidents, the Aero Club of SA
has embarked once again on a concerted campaign, branded
the SAFETY FIRST AVIATOR. EAA will obviously embrace this
initiative fully. The campaign was launched at Rand Airport
on Friday 22 June at a function attended by the most senior
officials of the CAA as well as representatives of the affiliated
branches of the AeCSA. Kevin Storie, AeCSA GM addressed
the gathering, followed by the acting DCA, Mr Zukhele Twala
and the Chairman of AeCSA Colonel Jeff Earle. Extracts of a
well made DVD on the subject were shown. The DVDs, hardhitting posters, stickers and embroidered patches are available free of charge from AeCSA. This will be an ongoing project with visual and other material that will be upgraded
from time to time. Our ultimate ideal is to reduce aircraft
accident rates in SA to zero. This is a lofty goal, but we will
none the less strive to achieve a minimum of half the present
rate of accidents and incidents by 2014.
The campaign will be spread throughout the country by
meansof a road shows that is planned as follows: (only dates that

are applicable after the June CONTACT hits the streets are shown)

28 June Thursday EL Border Aviation Club, East London Airport 18:00 - 20:00
06 July - Friday - Durban Emoyeni Lodge - 16h00 - 18h00
10 July - Tuesday - Nelspruit -Lowveld Aero Club, Nelspruit Airport - 18h00 - 20h00
13 July - Friday - Bloemfontein - Westline Aviation, New Tempe
Airport 16h00 - 18h00
21 July - Sat - Nylstroom EAA Taildraggers Fly-in 18h00 Nylstroom Airfield. We hope you all embrace this initiative - should
you require assistance in launching the SAFETY FIRST AVIATOR
campaign in your area, please contact the AeCSA 011 082 1100
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my knowledge, they filled the fuel tanks with 76 litres of avgas
and point blank refused any
If you read the May 2012 CONTACT section on Makwassie, do
payment. The only flying incirevisit the article. Word for word it is exactly what transpired
dent, a minor one, happened
at Makwassie over the 15-17 June weekend. In my 48 years of
when Rainer Frieböse landed
flying, I’ve never encountered such kind, caring, generous and
his Seagle with a flat tyre and
humble people who organised this Swartpan International EAA
damaged the rim. Brian AppleYoung Eagles Mojo. Head honcho Mike Visagie and his able
ton kindly came to the rescue
team organised a magic weekend. Mike bought and donated a
and flew from Rand to collect
1/3 completed Pietenpol project to the YEs. This Makwassie
Keith Irwin and Reiner from
group will complete the project under Mike’s supervision.
Makwassie to take them home
to Brits. - what a friend and
I invited Jeff Earle to fly along in my Taylorcraft for the weekwhat a star! Reiner was to reend. Jeff who is an EAA Chapter 322 member and Chairman of
Mike Visagie turn later with a new rim and
the Aero Club of SA and I departed FAVV at sparrow on Saturrescue his Seagle.
day for Swartpan International It was a glorious 1 hr 45 min
When flying for the day was completed, the party started with
a huge braai with top quality and succulent meats, salads and
finest boere pap I’ve ever tasted. All this and copious amounts
of beer was served around the specially made laager fires to
ward off the cold. Our overnight accommodation was in a very
comfortable home in the Makwassie village. The owner of the
house moved out to sleep at her neighbour’s place to give us
free reign. This is another example of Mike’s organising committee’s talents.

The Great Makwassie MOJO - by Claus Keuchel

We were all invited to attend a Father’s Day service at
Mike’s hangar at 06h30 on Sunday morning led by
Dominie Hans Barnard. Jeff Earl made a speech on Aero Club
activities and the importance of the EAA Young Eagles
initiative. After many thanks from the hosts, we
departed for home, each bearing the now beautiful
traditional wine bottles with personalised pewter
labels as mementos. Hopefully the event will
Jeff Earle and Claus Keuchel wiearing the sponsored jackets

flight in icy cold but glass smooth flying conditions. The runways at Swartpan (Mike Visagie’s cattle farm) are 40m wide
mown grass runways in good condition.
Our reception was almost overwhelming. We were both presented with warm anorak type jackets with coffee, tea, hot
chocolate, rusks, muffins, fruit juice etc all in copious quantities.
We were introduced to a hangar full of budding Young Eagles
as well as a few hairy and balding ones who were being given
The EAA Young Eagles Pietenpol project to be
an introductory presentation on aviation and some of the
built under Mike’s supervision at the local school
possibilities of involvement and careers, in Afrikaans which is
the predominant language in the area. From 10 am onwards,
be held again next year. As soon as the date is announced, I’ll
about 96 YEs and about 15 bald eagles were flown in 15 of the ring-fence it in my diary as a must attend!
25 aircraft that flew in for the event from far and wide. My
Taylorcraft’s fuel consumption was by then 51 litres. Without

At the Young Eagles’E briefing

Mike hands over the Pietenpol project

Jeff Earle and Keith Irwin keep warm
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News from EAA Chapter 1503 Bloemfontein - by Jack Onderstall
Activity at Chapter 1503 is healthy with new aircraft acquisitions: 2 RV 7s
belonging to Conrad Botha and Wally Goodrich,
2 Savanna's belonging to Jan Daan Verster and Dawie Breed.
1 Bush baby now fully restored and ready to test fly , belonging to Brian
Coertzer.
Aircraft under construction: 1 Kitfox series 7, 1 RV 10, 1 RV 9.

Sarel v Rensburg’s Gyros ready for flight
at his Fantini Flight School
Martin Deysel’s Sonex after maiden flight
L: Celebrating the flight 19/05/2012

Proud new Savannah owner Jan Daan Verster

THE BIG FLIGHT TRAINING CON - Karl Jensen
At the end of May, Carte Blanche reported at length on the
scam by an unlicensed flying school’s owner who accepted
large sums of money ranging from R15,000 to R50,000 for
flight training that was never provided. On Carte Blanche
the con man was named as Glen Every, who made all manner
of false claims about his flying experience. According to the
report he was not a licensed pilot.

representatives from the flight schools at CDC Aviation (Cirrus
agents), Precision Aviation, Wings and Tracks, and the East
Rand Gliding Club. All the abovementioned have offered generous discounts and free training flights to help compensate the
5 prospective pilots for their unfortunate encounter with the
con artist. The 5 budding pilots in question are all go to school
at Kempton Park High.

When matters started getting out of hand for the illegal flight
school, the landlord (Jeff Earle, who is Chairman of the Aero
Club of SA and a member of EAA Chapter 322) posted notices
to Every and sealed the school to try and recover unpaid rent.
The locks to the premises were broken sometime during the
night hours, allegedly by Every or people acting on his behalf,
who absconded with all the contents in contravention of the
order.
The person who brought this disgraceful story to the attention
Karlien Wentzel
of the media was Alida Barnard, whose son, Marco, was one of
Tyrone Power & Shada - Precision Air
CDC Aviation
the victims of the scam, and they were subsequently interviewed on Carte Blanche. As a result, we invited them to
John Illsley, EAA 322 member and 2nd Master at Pretoria Boys
attend our regular monthly meeting of EAA Chapter 322 on 06 High, started a very successful Aeronautical Society at the
June to relate their story to us for the benefit of members who school 20 years ago. John has offered to assist with setting up a
had not seen the show. In a manner of speaking, ‘the Every
similar society at KPHS if there is any person who would take
responsibility for this initiative. Of course EAA Chapter 322 has
also offered EAA Young Eagles experiences to the affected five.

Marco and mom Alida Barnard

dark cloud has a silver lining’. The meeting was attended by

The anger at the con man and the bad name created by his
actions for the aviation industry has certainly been assuaged
by the many parties who have stepped up to the plate to make
good the evil created by Every. There are so many good people
in this large industry, and we need to ensure that this kind of
person is treated with the scorn they deserve. It is also gratifying that so many of the reputable flight schools have seen fit to
offer their services so generously through the EAA in an
attempt to rectify the disappointment suffered by these young
students and their sponsors. We trust that they will take up
these kind offers and wish them all the best for their flight
training. - Karl Jensen
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A warm welcome for EAA 322 pilots at Orient on Saturday 9 June - by Gordon Dyne
The weather forecast for the weekend 322 visit to Orient was awful. Almost as bad as the weather that befell our Queen Elizabeth on her Diamond Jubilee Celebrations last weekend. However, when I awoke on the Saturday morning blue sky was actually peering through the dark storm clouds. Excellent I thought as I hurried off to Brakpan airfield. On arrival at FABB there
were not any holes in the clouds, but the clouds were sitting at about 1000 feet above ground level. Quite high enough for our
quick trip to Orient. The wind was not too strong so off I went with passengers Tony Kent and Doug Norval in my faithful Arrow. Another lovely flight followed. Are they not all lovely?
I and some 17 other EAA 322 pilots and passengers were responding to an invitation extended to by the Magalies Gliding Club,
to fly to their base at Orient for breakfast and some aviation chatter. Our 322 member Sid Bottom a former RAF Officer and
retired SAA Captain was the driving force behind this initiative and we were happy to respond. There would have been many

In the cozy MGC clubhouse

Definitely a
brown polar bear

Visiting aircraft flight line

more planes at Orient, but the weather was very poor in other parts of Gauteng and as they say: “better to be down here
wishing you were up there than vice versa.” I had never landed at Orient before. What a lovely little field! A well manicured
grass runway was landed upon after avoiding some inquisitive vultures on ‘downwind for runway 18. We were met by Ivan
Hancock who most kindly took us in his ‘Combi’ the 600 metres to the clubhouse where we were met by some smiling friendly
faces of fellow aviators and their ladies and a roaring fire. The outside air temp was a biting 9ᵅC. What a stunning clubhouse
complete with dormitories for visiting pilots and others. The scrumptious heart foundation breakfast that followed with some
fine coffee and aviation chit-chat made for a most soporific atmosphere. Due to the strong surface wind, there was no gliding
taking place. We even saw what the locals claimed was a Ridgeback but I’m sure it was a Magalies polar bear.
Sadly, the time came to leave, but I could not find anyone who would accept any money for that fine breakfast. What a lovely

John Illsley’s Auster MkV

Hennie van der Walt’s Navion

gesture. On behalf of EAA’s Chairman Karl Jensen, we visiting pilots, our passengers and those who drove in may I extend a
very big thank you to those great friends at Orient for their warm hospitality. Orient will definitely be on our calendar for future fly-ins, but next time we pay. We hope that we will also be able to fly in gliders next time.
Special thanks must go to Magalies Gliding Club’s Chairman Charl
Viviers and his wife Emma. Also thanks to Kevin Gafney, Johan and Ilsa
Pretorius, Marnix van der Eecken, Ivan and Barbara Hancock, Tessa
Heinz, Steve Haselum and his daughter Reyna and our very own Sid
Bottom, for another splendid flying morning. I believe the club’s faithful
lady retainer ‘Jones’ had the unenviable task of clearing up! Well done
and thank you Jones!

News from EAA Chapter 1262 East London - by James Wardle
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The pictures are of our last event in June when we hosted
the MG Car Club for a braai and visit to aviation at Wings
Park. Two of our Chapter members are MG Club members. In spite of a strong wind on the day, much fun was
had by all and the club has asked to be invited again!!

News from EAA Chapter 970 Kroonstad - by Niel Terblanche
We had a very pleasant fly away weekend to one of our members farm west of Thabazimbi in June with 3 Gyros and a Trike.
We had an early morning departure from Kroonstad, Destination Potch for a leg stretch and refuel. The flying time to Potch
was exactly 1 hour. 25 L/hr at 68 Kts is not very economical. We then headed towards Rustenburg another 1 hour flying,
1.5 hrs for the Trike.

At FARG with the ground crew heading for the braai area

The ground crew were waiting for us at FARG so after refuelling, we headed for the shaded braai area behind the Rustenburg Flying Club where we were treated to a boerie roll a coke.
2 hours later, we were airborne again heading for Pilansberg. I
contacted the tower and the friendly controller gave us clearance for a direct overhead flight at 6000 ft. Some of our guys
weren’t very impressed because they’d shed their warm flight suits at Rustenburg and it was sure a hell of a lot colder than at
500 ft AGL. 1 hr 5 min later we landed at the farm, total distance flown 191 Kts in 3 hr.5 min.
Waiting for 2 hrs for the ground crew to arrive was not much fun, they had the cold one’s in the truck so we just waited patiently very “ Droogbek “ A late afternoon game drive followed and was just what we needed to forget our cold woes and just
relax. Saturday was spend exploring the area and taking the ground crew for flips.
Parked at the end of a well maintained 1000 meter bush airstrip

Sunday morning early we all got ready for the trip home. The
Trike left about an hour before the rest of us. Same route back
home. We had about 8 to 10 Kts average tail wind so our flying
time was 2 hr.'s 40 min. Thunderstorms were brewing in the
Viljoenskroon area and we had to divert east over the beautiful
Vredefort Dome area. The Trike Pilot decided not to take his
chances with the weather, so he waited for the rain to clear out
to the east before heading home. We all arrived home safely in
time for a Fathers Day Lunch.

DO YOU HAVE AN EAA TROPHY? Some of the EAA’s floating trophies have gone missing due
to their recipients not returning them. Mike Brown is making a concerted effort to locate the missing ones and to have any
repair
done son
where
Mike is planning
a trophy of
cabinet to display our silverware at the EAA Auditorium at Rand
Justinwork
Spence,
of necessary.
Anthony Spence,
now a member
Airport.
Please
Mike
at Bill
vintageflyer1@mweb.co.za
082 553 7792 if you have any information to offer.
Chapter
252 contact
Oshkosh
with
Brenand and Paul Votova.

We wish Justin the best of luck in the USA!
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News from EAA Chapter 778 Port Elizabeth - by Regó Burger

Our members are starting to hibernate again, one mem- aeroplane in my mind should not be compared with anyber with the vision is moving to Cape Town. However the thing else out there. It is in a class of its own and therestable of the Whisper aircraft factory is not sleeping.
fore needs to set a pace of its own. It’s a thoroughbred.
It may have lines that make you think of something else
Russell Phillip’s X- factor machine Whisper X is taking
but is not a copy of anything. However if I have to combrilliant shape and the eyes are starting to look skyment on what it may look like I would rate it as a cross
wards. Like all prototypes they start off with the basics. I
between a Lancair and a GP-4 . With the same engine it
like more colour. Any day now, I am sure we will see
will give them a run for their money, well as far as looks
many of them buzzing around the world with colours of
go anyway. I may be setting high expectations but then if
you don’t aim high you get nowhere. Performance
projection: (my private thoughts) subject to different power plant variants.
As a remote observer what I would expect from this
machine as a potential customer is the following:
Crystal balling it , it has the looks of:
Max level speed - 165kts, Cruise - 145kts
Approach -80kts, Stall - 61kts, VNE- 200kts
At gross from smooth surfaces: Take off distance 300m, Landing distance no brakes - 700m, Landing
distance with brakes - 500m. Subject to engine variants: Expected weight – like most ladies they don’t
the rainbow. My predictions are that with the right mo- want that published, but her figure is great. The reality
tor for the airframe these will be going places. This is not will come out after the fact with flight tests until then
you will simply need to hold your breath. Potential cusa microlight but a sturdy robust machine that comes
with a “lifetime” guarantee against airframe corrosion as tomers have your finances ready to invest in a very neat
they are of composite structure and not aluminium. This machine.

My project, the Fish-Eagle. I have been punishing my engine and it is need of some TLC. Matching an engine to an
aircraft is a science that can lead to much debate. In my hunt for engines, I have been advised by a Lycoming engineer to use fixed wing engines only or modify the helicopter variants back to fixed wing specs. This is far beyond
my pocket and double engineering at cost.
125-130kt cruising is starting to bore me. I am not a speed freak but the aircraft was designed to go places. Also,
with 130BHP, I’m not very comfortable flying to high density altitude places, my trip back from Margate was on a
very hot day and I had to use some serious runway. I am removing my engine this weekend for either an upgrade
or a change to Lycoming. As I was not born with rich genes, I need to look for a time-ex certified engine that I can
brush up for an extended 500 hours for the NTCA side of the fence.
I am looking for a good condition time-ex 0-320 engine. The 0-360’s are difficult to come by. The engine needs to
be at a homebuilder price. I am starting to get jealous of people flying past my slow craft. The other option is for
me to upgrade to the Chevy 4,3L V-6 but it is a big cast iron block engine. Although I fly faster than any club aeroplane, I would like to start passing an RV or two. Someone up there had a Chevy belted system in a Grumman type
machine. Help! - Regó Burger BurgerR2@telkom.co.za

EAA Chapter 322 flies Young Eagles from Fly-Inn - by Gordon Dyne
On Saturday 26 May, Captain Karl Jensen’s immaculate hangar at Fly-Inn reverberated to the chatter and laughter of 31 students from Pretoria Boys’ High School (PBHS) as they excitedly awaited their rides in the planes from eleven volunteer pilots
from EAA Chapter 322. The boys, all future leaders of our country, are all members of the PBHS Aeronautical Society, which
celebrates its 20th birthday this year, were accompanied by the founder of the society John Illsley and his colleague Mervyn
Reddy. The day was also rather special for Karl, because PBHS was his ‘alma mater,’ albeit more than half a century ago!
Continued on Page 7…

Continued from Page 6…. Karl and John Illsley, second master at Ron van Lear – Europa, Mike Brown – Globe Swift,

PBHS initiated this Young Eagles’ day and Dr. Mike Brown,
EAA’s Young Eagles’ convener, put the day into practice.
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and finally Peter Skellern in his Sportstar. It goes
without saying that Karl was the first into the air in his shining
Cessna 170 and John Illsley closely followed him in his beautifully restored Auster MkV.

As the smell of wors and burgers on the braai filled our nostrils, we were briefed
Mike Brown printing YE Certificates
on the airspace usage
No EAA 322 ‘get together’ would be complete
and rules: “ Depart on
without the usual members who may not fly
runway 24. Right turn
nor have their own planes, but they are alout immediately to
ways there to help behind the scenes. These
avoid entering
unsung heroes at our PBHS flying day were
O.R.Tambo InternaTrixie Heron, Tendo Paravicini, Doug Norval,
tional’s CTR
Ronnie Alcock, Philip Kotze, Steven and Gabri(Controlled Traffic Reel Theron and my own co-pilot Monty le Roux.
gion). Talk to Air Force
Karl Jensen’s hangar is filled with some marBase (AFB) Waterkloof,
velous aviation memorabilia. It is almost as
but stay out of its cirinteresting as The Red Bull hangar number 7
cuit area. So having done all that have fun! Land back on run- at Salzburg Airport and well worth a visit. Thanks too, to Dr.
way 06.”
Mike Brown for dispensing some great aviation medicine and
of course huge thanks to all you pilots and support crews who
After a good lunch we were allocated our passengers. Most
made the day possible. Well done John Illsley and your colplanes taking one or two boys at a time. It was early afternoon, very hot and we pilots were all well aware of the dangers of high density altitude. On my first flight we were 4 up,
but I was not comfortable with the Arrow’s performance. So
on my next three flights we were only three up. The Arrow
performed flawlessly. I always feel a huge responsibility carrying somebody else’s children. There is no room for error.
At the end of the afternoon 31 prospective ‘career pilots’ had
been flown and a great time was had by all. EAA 322’s Chairman Karl Jensen extended thanks to all the pilots who gave of
their time and flew to Fly-Inn at their own expense to give
these enthusiastic young men an air experience. The pilots
and their planes
were Rob Jonker
in his Reims Rocket, Rob Dow - Jabiru, Claus Keuchel
- Taylorcraft, Coen
and son Conré
Swart - Cessna
EAA pilots are briefed
152, Ricardo de
Bonis in his Air
Cam. Ricardo has a temporary medical problem so his beautiful unique plane was flown by ‘General’ Brian Stableford.

The PBHS Aeronautical Society EAA Young Eagles
leagues at PBHS for turning these young boys, as they were
when they came to the school, into fine young men. I was so
pleased to see such good manners and the respect showed to
we older folk. I said to some of the boys: “Please call me Gordon” and the reply came back almost instantaneously: “Yes

8 of the 12 EAA members’ aircraft on the ground at Fly Inn

and
Once again, I extend grateful thanks on behalf of EAA of SA to Athol Franz of African Pilot and Juri Keyter of pilotspost.com
for the great publicity you so kindly provide. We wish you every ongoing success - Karl Jensen

Two Doyens of World Aviation grace the EAA Flying Legends’ Talk Show - by Gordon Dyne
At the EAA Auditorium at Rand Airport on 14 June, two of
South Africa’s flying legends came together to address a
packed house of aviation enthusiasts. The host EAA 322 member, former RAF officer and retired SAA Captain Brian Stableford also known as ‘The General’ and the guest Brian’s friend
for more than 40 years, recently retired SAA Captain Flippie
Vermeulen.
Brian took to his hosting role like a duck to water and his cool,
calm probing of Flippie’s career, in a cosy fireside chat manner,
brought out some amazing stories. These ranged from Flippie’s
days with the SAAF to his 43 years with SAA. Flippie launched
the SAA Historic Flight which had in its stable, DC3s, DC4s,
DC6S and the venerable Junkers 52. The General was heavily
involved with Flippie in the flying of these aforementioned
beauties. Both men loving the round engines of these majestic
ladies who graced the skies since more than half a century ago.
The halcyon days of flying, when it was fun, good manners
abounded, comfortable seating, no security checks and one

Flying legends Brain Stableford and Flippie Vermeulen
could even smoke on board! The two old friends related wonderful tales of trips to the USA, flying all over Africa and flying
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In sub zero temperatures and bad weather. Real school boy
comic adventures Although Flippie has retired from SAA, he
certainly hasn’t stopped flying. His family business Springbok
Classic Air and
Springbok Flying Safaris continues to introduce people young
and old to the delights of flying from an era long gone. In his
spare time, Flippie is flying an executive Airbus A319 for some
mega-rich Chinese businessman.
Although at the end of another memorable talk show most of
the plaudits were saved for Flippie, Flippie in his usual modest
and humble way was quick to point out to the audience the
important role the General had played in his flying career and
for which he was eternally grateful. As Flippie in tribute to Brian said that he had learned from Brian that time spent on research and preparation is never wasted. Those of us who have
been privileged to train under the General know exactly what
Flippie meant!
Thank you Flippie and Brian for such an interesting and ‘make
us all green with envy’ evening. Brian, when NBC USA tires of
Piers Morgan, who replaced the inimitable Larry King a couple
of years ago, you must apply for the job. No contest - the job is
yours.
Thank you EAA Auditorium convener Jeremy Woods for organising yet another memorable evening. Thank again AnneLouise Woods for all your pre-talk show preparation and
thanks to Trixie Heron for assisting at the door. Thanks to our
four braaing musketeers Mike Hartmann, Coen Swart, Ronnie
Alcock and Pottie Potgeiter. Many thanks and to you Doug
Norval for running the bar. Finally thank you engineers Jonty
Kaplan and Deena Gounden for keeping the sound and the
lights on!
The next talk show will be Thursday 12 July when the guest will
be another recently retired SAA Captain and EAA 322 memberPaul Quick. Do come and
listen to how Paul’s quick
thinking and flying skills
have saved countless lives.

News from EAA Chapter 1502 East Coast - Craig Ralphs We had a breakfast get together at Richmond on Sunday 10
June 2012 as well as a short workshop where we discussed lessons learnt from the recent spate of aviation accidents in
KZN. The day was by all accounts a success. Approximately 50 people attended with most arriving by car due to the weather
and severe winds aloft. About thirty aviators attended the workshop where lessons learned
HH
anagn
EgrEsrs
from the recent spate of aviation accidents and incidents in KZN were discussed. While the
discussions and contributions were limited
to a few participants, the benefits of the
HangAr
following were discussed and reinforced;
Adequate Flight Planning
Knowing and understanding the options of
an EFATO
Understanding Byrd’ Triangle
A Stabilised Approached
The Go-Around or missed approach

Workshop audience

Arrie de Klerk and
Craig Ralphs

Peer Review
In essence it led us to fully understanding and appreciating that; “You do not have to fly as a profession, To be a Professional
Pilot”.
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News from EAA Chapter 973 Krugersdorp - by Roy de Stadler Margate on Friday 27 April
I deplore the fact that the EAA of SA National President
youstatement
want, takeregarding
your pick
has seenWhichever
fit to make aRob
biased
Chapter 973 in his “President’s Report April 2012” which can be viewed on the
EAA of SA website. The problem that arose in our Chapter was a domestic issue that has now been taken into the public domain. I
have no intention to enter into a public debate on this matter. Anthony Spence was not “booted out”. Due process was followed and
the matter subsequently discussed with Anthony at a Committee meeting where he agreed to withdraw. Furthermore it is incorrect
to assert that this Chapter is somehow being manipulated into a fight to derail the management of the Krugersdorp Flying Club (KFC)!
Why would we want to do this? I can categorically state that we have no interest whatsoever in getting involved in the affairs of the
KFC, or any individual’s problems with the KFC for that matter. There has never been any discussion on this topic at any of our
meetings.
Seated: Roy de Stadler
Mark Howse standing

We have emerged from this sadder but wiser for the experience. In the past we have
functioned as a happy group of people who got together on a monthly basis to further our passion for aviation. In the 10 years that I have been a member, I have regularly attended meetings and there have never been disputes of any sort whatsoever.
Indeed there has always been a happy-go-lucky atmosphere which has allowed a
high degree of informality at the meetings. The taking of minutes at meetings was
only introduced four years ago! It is now clear that this has to change. Our first steps
are to establish an accurate list of members and to create a constitution for the
Chapter. These actions are well advanced.

At our April meeting the first Chapter 973 membership cards for 2012 were handed
out, with Jannie Vos receiving card no.1! We also were introduced to the complexities of repairing damaged composite aircraft structures in an interesting presentation by Mark Howse. A braai was held at Trevor
Davies’ Crosswinds airfield where he demonstrated his newly developed BMW powered Thunderbird - This report has been edited.
Now calm down please Roy !- KJ

Braai at Crosswinds Airfield

Trevor Davies’ BMW
powered Thunderbird

Jannie Vos receiving his 973 membership card

EAA Chapter 322 Sonica van der Schaar’s Stearman Rebuild Project
Empenage bits ready for restoration

We have completed the rebuild and repair of

the rudder, elevator and stabilizer. It is going to be joined to the fuselage for
the first time in 42 years. We still have a steep hill to climb! - Sonica

The Stearman on its’ own wheels
Mayday Editor!
Stabilizer before

Stabilizer progress
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Another rip-roaring night at EAA Chapter 322
On 6 June, some 65 members and visitors came together
on a warmish evening for the monthly meeting of EAA
Chapter 322 at the Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall in Dowerglen.
The wors was stunning as usual and so welcome after a
hard day. Thank you to Coen Swart and Ronnie Alcock for
filling in for master braiier, Ron van Lear who had gone
walk abaout. Chairman Karl Jensen reminded us that it was
the 68 th anniversary of D-Day – 6 June 1944. No doubt everyone’s mind, as mine did, went back to that day, which
spelled the beginning of the end of the Second World War
and the downfall of Hitler. Those thousands of young men
who gave their lives on that fateful day in history ensured
the freedom of flight which we enjoy today and that we
speak English and not German. EAA 322 member and former Royal Air Force officer and retired SAA Captain Geoff
Fish who was born on D-Day celebrated his 68 th birthday.
Happy birthday Geoff.
Karl was soon into the formalities of the evening which
were dispensed with in double quick time. We are still solvent and can carry on flying and having fun. Carte Blanche

brought the story of Glen Every and his International Aviation Training Academy to the attention of a mass television
audience as reported on Page 2 After a break for refreshments our entertainment for the evening was an aviation
quiz put together so ably by who else, but Chairman Karl.
20 very difficult questions on identifying some very strange
aircraft. The audience was divided up into three teams.
Luckily all three teams had some very knowledgeable master aviators who after some difficulty and a few clues were
able to identify most of these amazingly interesting and
brilliantly designed aircraft. Many thanks Karl for a most
interesting and educational hour or so. The quiz brought to
an end another tremendously successful evening with EAA
Chapter 322. Thank you Karl for your usual infectious enthusiasm. To Trixie Heron, Mike Brown, Walter Doubell and
Steve Theron thank you for playing your roles on the committee so well. Two noticeable absentees at the meeting
were ‘General’ Brian Stableford, who was with his octogenarian Mum in Cape Town. I needed the ‘General’ on my
team in the quiz, because the last time Karl put on a quiz
which was at the Royal Air Force Officers’ Club, Brian knew
all the answers. - Gordon Dyne

Where’s Woldow - our EAA 322 member in the USA
June has been a great month for flying, starting with the 20th
American Waco Club Reunion in Creve Coure MO. Like many
flying adventures with old aeroplanes, the week started with
maintenance, and demonstrated the support of each other in
the aviation community. A leaking fuel valve on Don'sUPF-7
grounded that airplane, and unfortunately, you can't run
down to the Waco store and get components for this 1942

weather was fantastic for a gathering of old biplanes from the
Chapter
322 fly-in
to Secunda 6good
Mayattendance.
- John IllsleyMeals
1920's
through
40's encouraging
were all served on the field and local flying was a great way to

spend the day, between looking in all the interesting hangars
on the field, forums on restoration and metal working, and
That’s Ric with the prop
general aviation conversations with folks of like mind. These
coming out of his ear
old aircraft draw a large gathering beyond those owners and
pilots of Waco's. Evenings meals were of course accompanied
vintage biplane. Modified valves are being updated to modern by appropriate adult malt beverages to stimulate further conmaterials, but would not be available until November of this
versation. Sunday came all too soon, and Lisa (my wife) acyear. After only three telephone calls, one was delivered to
companied me heading north back to our home.
my home Wednesday evening by a family restoring a UPF-7
This weekend reinforced the fact that flying is fun, but flying
(but still years away from completion) on their way driving to
folks are why we keep going out to the airport and spending
the Fly-in, with only the promise to replace it later. Thursday
inordinate amounts of our disposable income. Its a global
morning had me flying up to Don's home field, and after incommunity as you demonstrated to Chad Pobanz on his recent visit. Thank you, and I hope to see many of you at Oshstalling the valve, we loaded up his two Waco's and headed
kosh or some other event soon. - Ric Woldow
south for the 180nm flight to Creve Coure. The weekend
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Sat 14 July - Durban Wings Club Airshow - Virginia
Sat 30 June - Springs East Rand Flying Club /EAA
973 Breakfast Fly-in
Klerksdorp Airshow
Wednesday 04 July - 19h00 EAA Chapter 322
monthly meeting Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall, Edenvale.
Kev Storie, GM of the Aero Club of SA presentation
of Safety First Aviator
4-8 July - SA National Aerobatic Champs –
Oudtshoorn Airport
Sat 7 July - Margate Airshow

21-22 July - Nylstroom Vliegklub and EAA
Taildraggers Fly-in - see below
23-29 July - EAA Airventure Oshkosh
4 August - EAA 322 Fly-in breakfast to Heidelberg
1 September - EAA 322 Brekkie Fly-in to Nyoka
Ridge – International Vulture Awareness Day. Invitation by Prof. Paul Bartels. The event will be covered for television.
10-11 November - EAA Sun n Fun, Tempe
17 November - Peter Hengst Memorial Fly-in break-

20-22 July: Nylstroom Vliegklub/EAA Taildraggers Weekend.
The convenors will be Richard Nicholson 082 490 6227
rgn@pcwireless.co.za and the Nylstroom Vliegklub Committee.
Remember 2012 is the 75th Anniversary of the iconic taildragger, the Piper J3 CUB.
Calling all CUBS and other taildraggers. All aircraft are of course welcome.
Arrivals will take place from Friday 20 July. Camping will be approved under
the wings or in the campsite. Hot water showers and ablutions will be available
at the field. For those not into the camping scene, the list of some B&B’s and
lodges is as follow at R300 - R350pp/night:
Modimole Funky Stay
Sunelle 072 437 6133

(very close to airfield) contact person
gm@funkystay.co.za

Lekkerbly Gastehuis contact person Blacky/Heleen 014 717 3702
Boshoff Straat Gastehuis contact person Gert/Trienie 014 717 4432
7th Hole Guest Lodge contact person Erika 072 928 4631 info@7thHoleGolfLodge.co.za
Transfers from the airfield to town and B & B s will be provided by Waterberg
Toyota. They have kindly promised us 3 cars including drivers for the weekend.
From the Friday evening, food and drink will be available at the Nylstroom Vliegklub.
Saturday breakfast will be available at the airfield as well as coffee and rusks for the early arrivals. As
this is not an airshow, there will be no restrictions on flying. We do require strict adherence to normal
safety procedures and regulations! Arrive and depart at your own discretion with the help of Uncle Bob
Allison in the tower providing limited AFIS. On Saturday there will be a dedicated frequency for
Nylstroom 120.2 Mhz. CAA require us to listen out on 124.8 Mhz.
During Saturday, SAPFA will host a Nav Rally, where after the motor gliders will do a fly-away excursion.
EAA will run a Young Eagles event with Dr. Mike Brown in control. SAA 1st Officer Moses Tshabilanganda
has undertaken to recruit potential Young Eagles from the local schools.
The Sonstraal School for the disabled will have a paper plane marathon challenge where all are challenged to beat the world record. Beat them if you can.
At sunset, a presentation of the SAFETY FIRST AVIATOR will be made by Colonel Jeff Earle, Chairman of
the Aeroclub of South Africa before the bonfire and jollifications take place
Throughout the day, you are welcome to fly as much as you can afford.
Brian Appleton’s Jabiru and Mike Brown’s Globe Swift at Glenside

Nuus van Willie van der Walt uit Phalaborwa Ek is
omtrent die enigste wat gereeld vlieg hier en nuus is maar
skaars. Ek het nou al 12 toetsvlugte gedoen het met die KR2
en sy 120pk Jabiru 3300 motor. Dit is die eerste en enigste in
die wereld. Die vliegtuigie vlieg baie maklik en is nou nogal
vinnig. Ek behoort 180 mpu kruisspoed te kan handhaaf.
Hier by ons klim ek 1800 vt/min teen 100 mpu. Dalk kry ek die
papierwerk reg in tyd vir Nystroom. Ek het so bietjie aan die
ander KR2 begin
werk. Dit is al op sy
wiele. Die VP2 het
ook bietjie gevorder
maar ek het skade
opgetel met water
wat opgedam het in
die een vlerk.
Die Hatz het nie nou
Willie’s VP2
brieke nie en is dus
bietjie op ys. Dit is nou die tyd om aan die vliegtuie te werk
want dit is nou onder 30 grade in die loods.
Die Thorp vlieg steeds laat dit bars. Ons het Dundee toe
gevlieg en vir Neels gaan kuier en toe vir Jan Kemp op Volks-

rus. Dit was heerlik om met die twee enigste Thorps Page 12
oor Wakkerstroom te speel. Huistoe was slegs 1.5 ure. Die
ding se kruis spoed, met twee (vettes) op is 155 knope. Saterdag het ons terug gevlieg van Groblersdal se byeenkoms en
op vlugvlak
095 in ‘n
wind rotor
beland oor
die berg
wat die
Thorp 100
grade om
gedop het.
Ek vermoed
die wind
Willie’s KR2 Shrek
was so 50
knope daar bo maar reg op die stert. My nuutste speelding is
‘n Tecnam Sierra P2002 JF. Jammer ek gaan Alldays mis want
ek vlieg juis met die Tecnam Durban toe Saterdag vir ‘n week.
- dankie vir die nuus Willie. Die selfde dag wat jy van Groblersdal gevlieg het, is ‘n klomp van ons as gaste op Orient.
Daardie slegte weer en frontale stelsel het by Orient verby
geseil die selfde oggend.-KJ

Tecnam ZS-PPT Phalagorwa Pilot Transport

Brian Stableford, Fluff McKerchar and Barries
ferried a Convair 440 to Wonderboom in June

Kevin Hopper EAA 322 Tech Councillor’s latest aircraft - flew Monday 24/6

Psst! Do you wanna fantastic bargain. I am selling my lovely Merc. Boulevard Cruiser.

Legendary P-51 Mustang seen at
Wonderboom in June

This is a 2000 Model E280 Elegance Automatic with a V6 engine. Total mileage 149,000
km. It is a magnificent car and I need R70,000 for
it. The car is in top condition and the engine isn’t
even run in properly with this low mileage.
karlpix@icon.co.za 082 331 4652. Only reason for
the sale is I’ve inherited a BMW that is 5 years old
with 49,000 km on the odometer

CONTACT is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was happily compiled by Karl Jensen and edited by Trixie Heron
27 June 2012. All contributions gratefully received from all Chapters and members. Please submit material before the 3rd
Wednesday of the month to editor@afskies.co.za or karlpix@icon.co.za. Thanks to all who contributed to this edition of CONTACT - be like Gordon Dyne and keep ‘em coming!

